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1.0 Introduction 

 

1.1  This Manual has been compiled to provide Chamber staff issuing Carnets with a simple 

operating guide to enable them to carry out their jobs efficiently.  The Manual is loose-leaf and 

will be updated on a regular basis with Circular notices sent to the named contact in the 

Chamber's Carnet team.  It is recommended that these Circular notices are kept at the end of 

the Manual immediately before the Appendices.   

 

1.2 The Manual is designed to be as user-friendly as possible and able to be used by staff with 

minimal Carnet experience as well as by those who have been involved in the procedures for 

some time.  The Manual starts with a description of the Carnet’s use and form (Section 2) and 

then describes pre- and post-issue procedures (Section 3).  Section 4 covers discharge 

procedures.  The administrative aspects of the scheme include the role of the National 

Guaranteeing Organisation and the operation of the UK Network (Section 5).  Frequently asked 

questions are covered in Section 6. There are appendices which provide further, 

complementary information on the subjects above. 

 

1.3   The Manual is not designed to replace usual contact between the London Chamber's Carnet 

team and issuing Chambers, and issuing Chamber staff are welcome to contact us by the usual 

methods e.g. telephone 020 7203 1847 or 020 7203 1856;  

 or email kpitfield@londonchamber.co.uk or dmckinley@londonchamber.co.uk 

 

1.4   The Manual is designed as the operating instructions for Chambers which have been authorised 

by the London Chamber as the National Guaranteeing Organisation in the United Kingdom to 

issue ATA Carnets.  The instructions are mandatory for issuing Chambers except where the 

text states otherwise. 

 

1.5  This Manual came into operation on 1 January 2000.   

 

mailto:kpitfield@londonchamber.co.uk
mailto:dmckinley@londonchamber.co.uk
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2.0 The ATA Carnet 
 

2.1 Description 
 

 "ATA" is an abbreviation of the initial letters of French words: "Admission Temporaire" and 

the English words: "Temporary Admission".  "Carnet" is the French word for a book of tickets. 

 

 Appendix 1 gives more information on the background to and history of the document but 

essentially the ATA Carnet is a "passport for goods" which allows goods in certain cases to be 

temporarily exported and imported with the minimum of fuss. In technical terms it is an 

international, unified Customs document which, under a series of Customs Conventions 

provides for the temporary duty free admission of three main categories of Community status 

goods, i.e.  

 

a)  commercial samples 

b)  goods for presentation or use at trade fairs, shows, exhibitions or similar events 

c)  professional equipment. 

 

 Note that Community status goods are those which have been produced in the European  

 Union or which, upon importation into the EU, have paid the relevant duties. 

 

 The ATA Carnet eliminates the need for a Customs declaration at border points and the deposit 

of a guarantee, bond, or cash deposit in the country of temporary importation.  It can be used 

for a trip covering more than one country and include numerous exits and re-entries in the 

country of origin during the period of validity of the document (i.e. one year). 

 

2.2 Categories of goods 
 

 The ATA Carnet can cover any goods which can be described as commercial samples, goods 

for presentation or use at trade fairs, shows, exhibitions or similar events, or professional 

equipment. 

 

 For ease of reference we have devised sectoral and sub-sectoral categories to further define 

goods which are being taken abroad temporarily.  If your goods are not covered in the list 

contact us for clarification.  It is possible that a Carnet can still be issued but note section below. 

 

 1. Machinery (non-electrical) 

 2. Original paintings and works of art 

 3. Still photography equipment (35mm film) 

 4. Jewellery and articles of precious metal or stones 

 5. Engine machinery 

 6. Electric, Electronic, Scientific and Digital Equipment (excluding Computers) 

 7. Stamps 

 8. Yachts and boats 

 9. Books 

 10. Caravans 

 11. Display stands 

 12. Clothing  

 13. Furniture and furnishings 
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 14. Hand tools 

 15. Hides, skins, furs and leather goods 

 16. Livestock 

 17. Concert and musical equipment - electric/electronic 

 18. Computer equipment 

 19. Theatrical effects 

 20. Carpets and rugs 

 21. Catering equipment 

 22. Toys (electric or not) 

 23. Sports equipment 

 24. Antiques 

 25. Imitation/costume jewellery 

 26. Loose precious stones 

 27. Footwear 

 28. Concert and musical equipment - non-electric/electronic 

 

 A Carnet may not be used for 

 

 • perishable or consumable items (as they would not normally be re-exported) 

 • goods which are temporarily exported for processing or repair 

 • goods on which a CAP (Common Agricultural Policy) refund will be claimed 

 • goods used as a means of transport for goods covered by a Carnet (but note that 

it could be used for specially-adapted vehicles) 

 • the exportation of goods by post 

 • goods to be hired out abroad for financial gain unless Customs in the host country 

are happy that it is for an allowable use. The practice must be to hold a Letter of 

Indemnity from the holder, which also confirms that they have already checked 

in advance that UK and Foreign Customs Administrations would in fact accept 

an ATA Carnet to cover exportation; importation/re-exportation ( and transit ); 

and re-importation 

       the sale of goods abroad, as per Convention law in Part Two, Paragraph 3 of the  

  WCO ATA Handbook, which indicates that the ATA procedure can only be 

  applied to a temporary admission operation involving goods to be re-  

  exported in the same state as that in which they were imported 

 • foreign goods temporarily imported into the UK under a Customs Temporary 

Importation Concession 

 • see 3.4 information for specific goods and 6.0 under Custom prohibitions  

  and restrictions 

 

 Temporary admission under cover of ATA Carnets applies to goods which will be re-

exported in the same state in which they were imported. 
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2.3 Geographical coverage 

 

 At present the ATA Carnet System is applied in the countries below.  Together with the 28 

member states of the EU this makes up 75 countries. 

 

 Note the exceptions and refer to information for specific countries (see 3.5) 
 

ATA Carnet Countries 
 

Albania 

Algeria 

Andorra 

Australia 

Bahrain b) only 

Belarus 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Brazil b) and c) only at present 

Canada a) only 

China b) only 

Chile 

Cote d'Ivoire 

(Denmark) necessary for Faroe Islands 

France (French overseas departments and 

territories see page 30) 

Gibraltar 

Hong Kong 

Iceland 

India b) only for ITPO* Trade Fairs see page 30 

Indonesia b) and c) only at present 

Iran 

Israel 

Japan 

Kazakhstan b) and c) only at present  

Korea, Republic of 

Lebanon b) and c) only at present 

Macao 

Macedonia (Former Yugoslav Republic of) 

Madagascar 

 

 

Malaysia 

Mauritius 

Mexico 

Moldova 

Mongolia b) and c) only 

Montenegro 

Morocco b) only see page 30 

New Zealand 

Norway 

Pakistan b) and c) only at present 

Russian Federation 

Senegal 

Serbia 

Singapore 

South Africa (territory also includes 

Namibia, Swaziland and Lesotho) 

(Spain) compulsory for Canary 

Islands, Ceuta and Melilla 
Sri Lanka 

Switzerland 

Taiwan (not covered by ATA Carnet; a 

separate Carnet is available from 

London Chamber) 
Thailand 

Tunisia b) and c) only at present 

Turkey 

Ukraine 

United Arab Emirates b) only 

USA a) and c) only 

 

 a) commercial samples 

 b) goods for trade fairs or exhibition 

 c) professional equipment 

*  India Trade Promotion Office 

 India - Category (b) only for ITPO approved Trade Fairs/Exhibitions; display or demonstration 

before any department of the Central Government or State Government or a Union Territory 

Administration; meeting conference or congress organized by any company or organization. 

Letter of Invitation will be required for any non-ITPO events.  
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 If a customer does not wish to use a Carnet or the intended destination is not a signatory to the 

ATA Convention the customer will have to contact Customs authorities of the country to be 

visited. Website: www.wcoomd.org/en/about-us/wco-members/customs-websites.aspx 

 

 

2.4 The ATA Carnet form 
 

 From 18 December 2004 an ATA Carnet can only be issued in A4 size, booklet form and 

contain a list of goods, grouped counterfoils and relevant A4 size transaction vouchers for 

temporary export and re-importation to the issuing country, and transaction vouchers for 

temporary importation and re-exportation from other countries, and transit. Transit vouchers 

are primarily for use when the goods are passing through a country. 

 

 The Carnet must contain the following information 

 

 • Holder's name and address  • Number of items covered 

 • Name of representative or statement • Description of goods and 

  “any authorised person”   marks and numbers, if any 

 • Intended use    • Number of pieces  

 • Weight or volume of goods  • Value of each item 

 • Country of origin of goods  • Validity period 

 • Holder's signature   • Place and date of issue 

 • Carnet number     

   

The pages are colour coded and have numbers.  The general list of goods is printed on the back 

of these forms. 

 

 Green (120gsm) 

 The green pages are the front and back covers 

 They are numbered 1and 5 

 

 Yellow (120 / 90gsm) 

 The yellow pages are for leaving and returning to the EU 

 They are named exp. and re-imp. 

 

 White (120 / 90gsm) 

 The white pages are for each foreign country the ATA Carnet holder wishes to visit 

 They are named imp. and re-exp. 

 

 Blue (120 / 90gsm) 

 The blue pages are primarily for use when the goods are passing through an accepting  

 country. They may be required for attendance at a Trade Fair. They are named tra. 

 

 The Carnet form is printed in English and French and is made up of several loose sheets. The 

number of sheets will depend on the number of countries to be visited.  The Carnet is devised 

to permit the appropriate number of the various kinds of sheets to be assembled according to 

the requirements of the holder. 

 

 

http://www.wcoomd.org/en/about-us/wco-members/customs-websites.aspx
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2.5 The Carnet page-by-page 
 

 The Carnet works by the Customs authority in the importing country detaching the importation 

voucher and then at the time of re-exportation detaching the re-exportation voucher.  Normally 

the import and re-export vouchers are matched to demonstrate that the goods have been re-

exported.  

 

 

 Forms       Usage 
 

 1. Green front cover  It includes the official serial number, validity date 

   (1)   and the date and signature of an authorised signatory of 

the issuing chamber.  The reverse side includes the list 

of goods covered by the Carnet.  If the space here is 

insufficient the reverse of all forms is to be left blank 

and General List sheets will have to be used and 

subsequently attached and over stamped with the 

Carnet number and Chamber ring stamp. 

 

 2. Yellow Exportation / Re-importation  

  Counterfoil (2) 

 

 

 a) Exportation Counterfoil This counterfoil must be completed, endorsed, 

      stamped and signed by the Customs at the exit out of 

UK or another Member State. It must be kept in the 

ATA Carnet together with the other grouped 

counterfoils within the green covers. 

 

 b) Re-importation counterfoil This counterfoil must be completed, verified and 

      endorsed by the UK or another Member State customs  

upon return, at the re-entry point. It must be kept in                                                                                                              

the ATA Carnet together with the other grouped  

     counterfoils. 

 

 3. White Importation / Re-exportation 

  Counterfoil (3) 

 

 a) Importation counterfoil This counterfoil must be completed and verified 

                                         by the foreign customs at the entry point.  It must  

      be kept in the ATA Carnet together with the  

      other grouped counterfoils within the green covers. 

 

 b) Re-exportation counterfoil This counterfoil must be completed and verified 

      by the foreign customs at the point of departure. 

      It must be kept together with the other  

      grouped counterfoils within the green cover. 
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 4. Blue Transit counterfoil (4) 

 

  a) Transit counterfoil  These counterfoils must be completed in pairs and  

     verified by the foreign customs at the entry / transit          

      point and at the point of exit.  Like all other grouped 

      counterfoils they must be kept in the ATA 

      Carnet. 

 

4.         Exportation Voucher  This voucher is detachable and will be retained by the  

                                     (exp.)   customs at the exit point of country of issue. 

 

 

       6. Importation voucher  This voucher will be retained by the foreign 

                                    (imp.)   customs at the entry point. 

 

 7. Re-exportation voucher This voucher will be retained by the foreign 

   (re-exp.)  customs at the point of departure. 

 

 

 8.    Transit vouchers  These vouchers will be retained by the foreign 

   (tra.)   customs at the point of entry and at the point of 

      departure. 

 

      9. Re-importation voucher This voucher will be retained by the UK Customs on 

   (re-imp.)  re-entry, unless another member state is   

      involved when it will be forwarded on. 

 

   10. A green back cover   This forms the back cover of the ATA Carnet.  

   (5)   Notes on the use of the ATA Carnet are printed 

      on this cover. 

  

 

 Remarks 

 

 (1) All counterfoils must be completed/verified and endorsed by the Customs authorities.  

But they must all be kept in the ATA Carnet within the green covers. 

 

 (2) All vouchers will be retained by the customs authorities as indicated above. 

 

 (3) Blue transit forms must be used whenever the goods covered by an ATA Carnet are to 

cross an accepting country before their point of temporary importation or may be 

required for use to/at a Trade Fair. 

 

 (4) When the Carnet is finally approved by the issuing Chamber, it will also contain a 

green back cover which does not require completion by the applicant. 

 

 (5) The ATA Carnet is neither complete nor valid without this green back cover and green 

front cover which includes the official Carnet number, the period of validity, and the 

date and authorised signature of the Issuing Chamber. 
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3.0 Issuing an ATA Carnet 

 Carnets can be requested and processed using pre-printed forms or electronically. 

 

3.1 The sequence for processing Carnet applications is as follows. 

 

3.1.1 Customer completes application form (see Appendix 2) which has an undertaking on the 

reverse side and Boxes A, B and C and the General List of Goods (see Appendix 6.a)) in the 

Carnet form itself. Application form is a contractual document which requires the applicant to 

repatriate the exported goods within the validity of the Carnet and to pay any charges to the 

issuing Chamber if the Carnet has been misused. 

 

 The application form requests information on: 

 

1.  The itinerary (countries visited or transited)  
 The number of visits to and transits through each country must be clearly entered. 

This enables the applicant to complete the required combination of vouchers and front cover. 

  

 Example 1 
Commercial samples going to Japan by air for demonstration. 

 

Required vouchers 

Green cover, yellow exportation from EU, white importation into Japan, white re-exportation 

from Japan, yellow re-importation into EU. 

 

Example 2 
Basle Jewellery fair in Switzerland by air. 

  

            Required vouchers 

Green cover, yellow exportation from EU, white importation into Switzerland, white re-

exportation from Switzerland, three pairs of blue transits for use from the airport to and from 

the fair site as well as the opening and closing of the fair.  Yellow re-importation onto EU. 

2.  Issuing fee 

This is a fee that the issuing Chamber charges to issue the document. There are two rates: 

member and non-member.  

 

3. Security options  

 The issuing Chamber fixes the amount of security required using the Security Rate Chart 

(Appendix 3), on the basis of the highest rate of duties and taxes applicable to the goods in any 

country of temporary admission and transit, if applicable.  This is inclusive of a possible 10% 

penalty, as laid down by the International ATA Carnet Convention but this is included on the 

chart so you do not have to add it. 

 

 The security, to the nearest pound, must be given in one of the following ways:- 

 

1. By cash or bank draft.  In the case of the latter the Carnet holder should consult their bank. 

 

2.  By a specific guarantee for a single Carnet issued by a bank or insurance company.  The 

guarantee should be processed using the form and instructions in Appendix 4 a).  The 
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criteria for banks and insurance companies is as follows:   

 

Banks must be on the Financial Services Authority List of Banks Incorporated in the 

United Kingdom (www.fsa.gov.uk/register/home.do.) and meet the 

minimum rating requirements which are*: 

 

           Fitch IBCA   Moody’s   Standard & Poor’s 

          Short term: F1   Short term: P-1  Short term: A-1 

          Individual: B   Financial strength: B 

          Legal: 2     

 
*Banks that we can currently accept guarantees from are: Bank of Scotland plc, Barclays Bank 
plc, HSBC Bank plc, Lloyds TSB Bank plc, Santander UK plc, Standard Chartered Bank, The 
Royal Bank of Scotland plc). 

 

Insurance companies must be authorised by the Financial Services Authority (to 

check, visit website: www.fsa.gov.uk and select FSA Register and enter Firm name), 

be incorporated in the United Kingdom and meet the minimum rating requirements 

which are:  

 

         Fitch IBCA   Moody’s   Standard & Poor’s 

        Short term :F1   Short term: P-1  Short term: A-1 

        Claims-paying ability: AA- Financial strength: Aa3 Financial strength: AA 

  

 

It is not necessary for a bank or insurance company to be rated by all these three 

agencies in order to be acceptable.  However, if the entity is rated by more than 

one it must meet the criteria for each. 

 

Insurance companies must still provide a letter stating that they understand and accept 

the on-demand nature of the guarantee (as per Circular No 21). 

 

By arrangement major users of Carnets may provide a Continuing Guarantee issued 

by banks or insurance companies satisfying the above criteria (see Appendix 4 b). 

 

Unlike a specific guarantee which covers a single Carnet only, the continuing guarantee 

covers a series of Carnets.  The credit ceiling is calculated by multiplying the guarantee 

amount by 2.5 (effectively averaging the continuing security rates to 40%).  Once a Carnet 

is issued, providing that there is adequate credit, the full document value is entered against 

the credit ceiling amount, irrespective of the itinerary, that is at 100%. 

 

Once a Carnet is returned for checking and found to be in order for discharge, the 

document value can be deducted from the outstanding running total. 

Printouts confirming the status of continuing guarantees held at Queen Street are 

obtainable by staff, Chambers and Carnet holders on request. 

 

When a Carnet is returned for checking and is not discharged, the document value cannot 

be deducted from the outstanding running total until regularisation has taken place. This 

may result in insufficient credit to cover a new Carnet for issue.  In this case a specific 

guarantee will have to be generated unless Carnets can be returned and discharged which 

http://www.fsa.gov.uk/register/home.do
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would bring the holder back into credit. 

 

3.  Carnet Security Scheme (CSS) 

In this case security is backed up Lloyds and other underwriters.  The Carnet holder pays a 

non-refundable security fee and must complete a CSS proposal form. See Appendix 5 for form 

and instructions. 

 

The application form contains a declaration by which applicants accept liability for non-

repatriation of any goods covered by the Carnet and unconditional liability to reimburse all 

costs, duties etc should the terms of the Carnet be breached. 

 

3.1.2 The applicant is also requested to complete a General List of Goods (Appendix 6 a)).

 The General List must be comprehensive in its information i.e.  

 

 1. The list must be individually itemised, detailed and valued. 

The value in column 5 must reflect the true commercial value in the UK. At least a                             

total weight must appear on the General List. 

 

 2. Goods comprising several separate parts (including spare parts and accessories) may 

be given a single item number.  If so, the nature, the value and, if necessary, the weight 

of each separate part shall be entered in column 2 and only the total weight and value 

should appear in columns 4 and 5 

 

 3. Items answering to the same description may be grouped provided that each item so 

grouped is given a separate item number.  If the items grouped are not of the same 

value, description or weight their respective values, and, if appropriate, weights shall 

be specified in column 2 

 

 4. There must be a total value in words and figures (preferably sterling) - or if in another 

currency the sterling equivalent must be inserted. 

 

5.   There should be a statement: "Goods In Free Circulation" i.e. the goods have 

 been produced in the EU or, on importation into the EU, have paid all relevant 

 duties. 

 

6.   There should be no consumables i.e. perishable goods. 

 

7.   The country of origin must be completed in the two-digit ISO code see Appendix 6 b). 
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EXAMPLE OF INCORRECT LIST 

 

 
 

 

Errors on the above list are:   (1) numbering in column 1 

     (7/10) only identical items can be grouped together on the same line  

      (13) item has not been described in sufficient detail 

     (14/15) currency inconsistent with the rest of the document 

     (18) numbering in column 3 (and subsequently column 1) incorrect 

     (19/20) commercial / generic description of item required as well 

     Need total value for weight and value. Also value in words  

 

Packing List terminology such as “Box of”, “Box containing”, “Assorted”, “Various”, “Accessories” 

cannot be used as part of the description of goods as they do not clarify what is actually being taken. 

The only instances where packaging information could be used is in the format of sub-headings within 

the list (i.e. not as an actual item).  

 

 

Exception to the rule: 

 

Cables – it is permissible to itemise cables as a set (as opposed to showing individual cables) 

 

Toolbox – weight must be shown; if the value of the toolbox is higher than £150 then number of pieces 

must be shown in the description (toolbox can only contain hand tools – any electrical items would 

have to be itemised individually). 
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EXAMPLE OF A CORRECT LIST 

 

 
 

 

3.1.3 The Carnet Front Cover must be signed before use on the cover (1) in the bottom right hand 

corner by the Carnet applicant.  Thereafter subsequent pages are signed in the presence of 

Customs. 

 

 It is essential that the Important Notes are attached to each Carnet issued to ensure that the 

Holder is clear on how to use the document (Appendix 7).  

 

 

3.2 CHECKING PROCEDURES FOR ISSUE OF ATA CARNETS AND CHECKLIST  

 FOR SIGNING ATA CARNETS 

 

Checking Procedures for issue of ATA Carnet 

 

Put forms in order 
 

Application form and copy of list together in the Carnet folder (including  

 

Page 1 green front cover on top 

 Page 2 grouped yellow exportation/re-importation counterfoils- Exits and re-importation into  

  the EU 

Page 3 grouped white importation/re-exportation counterfoils - Working visits abroad 

Page 4 grouped blue transit counterfoils - Transits through countries or Exhibitions/Fairs  
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Transaction vouchers according to itinerary are named as follows: - 

exp.   imp.      re-exp.         tra.  re-imp. 

Page 5 is the green back cover 

 

Examine the application form 

 

Same name and address as on all vouchers (nb: must be UK address) 

Same representative on all forms 

Reverse must be signed by Holder 

(Note: this does not necessarily have to be the person who will use Carnet)  

Countries and number of visits, transits and exits EU to be clearly stated.  Ensure there are 

sufficient vouchers for trip. Application Form must be current. 

 

Vouchers  (fronts) 

 

Sections A, B & C only to be completed 

Holder: name and address of company or private individual  

Representative(s): individual names or “any authorised person” 

Intended use 

 

Vouchers  (back) 

 

If the complete list fits on the reverse of the vouchers, then it must be shown there and repeated 

on all forms with a spare copy for Chamber file.  If it is too long then the backs must be left 

blank and General List sheets will be used.  Three sets of this attachment list only are required 

at issue.  Eventually photocopies may be made as per number of coloured vouchers. 

 

Bank and insurance company guarantees 
 

Name must be identical to that of the holder. 

Amount must be sufficient to cover visits and transits.  It must be dated, stamped and signed. 

Any amendments must be countersigned and stamped by Bank. 

Bank or insurance companies must meet criteria in 3.1.1 (Security options) of this Manual. 

 Please note that only original guarantees are acceptable bearing an original signature and ink 

stamp. Photocopies or scanned copies are not acceptable. 

 Collating, Numbering and Dating Carnet Forms 
(this applies to all forms except page no.5) 

 

Order 

 

1 (green front cover) 

2 (yellow grouped counterfoils exportation/re-importation) 

3 (white grouped counterfoils importation/re-exportation) 

4 (blue grouped transit counterfoils) 

Transaction vouchers according to itinerary:- yellow exp., white imp., white re-exp., blue tra., 

yellow re-imp.,  

5 (green back cover).  

 

Finally staple “How to use this ATA Carnet” to front green front cover (1) and secure all forms. 
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The Carnet Number 

 

The forms indicate on the right hand side at the top exactly where to show the Carnet number. 

This number is dictated by the record sheet, for one of which we recommend is completed for 

every Carnet issued. Each history sheet bears a different Carnet number and therefore unless a 

substitute is issued, no two Carnets should have the same number. 

 

 
 

Numbering of the forms  
 

Grouped counterfoils are pre-numbered and will cover 4 visits / transaction vouchers. If more 

than 4 visits are required on the Carnet then additional counterfoils must be included (i.e. 2 

counterfoils for 5-8 visits, 3 counterfoils for 9-12 visits and so on).  

 

Any additional counterfoils must be renumbered by hand (the example below shows amended 

numbering for the second counterfoil (i.e. the first one is numbered 1 – 4 by default, therefore, 

the second counterfoil must start with 5 and end with 8)): 

 

Note: each voucher must have a corresponding counterfoil i.e. numbering on vouchers 

and counterfoils must match (if we are issuing a Carnet for 8 visits then vouchers will be 

numbered 1-8. This means that we will also have to include 8 counterfoils in the Carnet) 
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Each voucher must be numbered in pairs i.e. if you have two pairs of yellow they are numbered 

1,1 and 2,2 (NOT 1, 2, 3 & 4). This number must appear in box G on the vouchers.
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The issue date 
 

The issue date appears on page 1 (green front cover) only, at bottom right where it states “Place 

and Date of Issue”.  This date will be the actual date of issue. This same area must, after the 

Carnet has been endorsed (Chamber Stamp with date), be signed by the Authorised Signatory. 

 

 

The validity date 
 

This date should be one year less a day from the issue and must appear in box (c) of all forms.  

 

 

Authorised Chamber Ring Stamp 
 

This must be stamped on page 1 (green front cover) bottom right hand side, over the issue date.  

Also, if the list has been typed on the reverse of all the vouchers then a ring stamp should 

appear on the reverse of the green cover only and after the last item.   

 

 
 

 

A ring stamp (or alteration approved stamp) should also be used over any amendments.   
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Once again this need only be done on page 1 (green front cover) only.   

 

If the list has been typed separately then each page must be ring stamped.  The Carnet 

number is then stamped in the centre of the ring stamp.  One set of the list must be attached 

to the reverse of the green cover and ring stamped over twice (with the Carnet number inside) 

where the list joins the green.  The reverse of the green must carry the following clause “as per 

attached … page list endorsed by …… “.  The front of the green must also indicate the number 

of sheets in box a) below the Carnet number. 

 

EXAMPLE OF ATTACHED LIST 
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Authorised signatories 

 

 An authorised signatory is a Chamber/London Chamber Agent member of staff who 

 successfully completed the London Chamber ATA Carnet Assessment Course. The London 

 Chamber keeps a register of all staff nationwide who are authorised to issue ATA Carnets in  

 accordance with the ATA Carnet Manual and who can sign the box J on the Carnet green front  

 cover (page 1). You will have noted from Section 2.5 that the Green Front Cover (page 1) of 

 the ATA Carnet has to be signed off by an authorised official of the issuing Chamber. 

  

 We recommend that authorised signatories should not be involved in the preparation of Carnets 

 Which they sign as this provides a checking mechanism. 

 

 All the  above information has enabled the Chamber officer to provide the right number  

 of vouchers for the customer/applicant. 

 

 In signing the Carnet we require that the following procedure is adhered to. 

  

 Checklist for signing ATA Carnets 

 

 1. Check Carnet number against the record entry, application form and green front cover 

 

 2. Ensure that the company name is the same on all forms 

 

 3. The application form must be signed on the reverse of the application form (the 

undertaking) by an employee of the company.  If it has been signed by an agent there 

must be a letter of authority from the company 

 

 4. The name of the person(s) using the Carnet must be the same on the voucher(s) as 

indicated on the application form 

 

 5. The itinerary must detail country(ies) in the Carnet scheme which is/are without 

provisos, and the requisite number of vouchers 

 

6.   Ensure that the intended use of the goods is not a prohibited one (see 2.2) 

  

 7. All vouchers must have sections A, B and C typed and a list either typed onto the 

reverse or as an attached list 

 

 8. Ensure the vouchers 

  • are in the correct order 

  • have the correct Carnet number and expiry date stamped onto every voucher 

  • are numbered individually. 

 

9.   Check that the security is for the correct amount and from a guarantor which  meets                                    

the criteria. 

 

 10. Once satisfied, sign the Carnet on the bottom right hand side of the Green front  

  cover (page 1) “signature of authorised official and stamp of the Issuing Body” 
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3.4  Post-Carnet Issue 

 

After a Carnet has been issued and before it is regularised (see section 4.0) a number of events 

can occur.  This section covers the issue of substitute Carnets the extra vouchers procedure and 

replacement Carnets. 

 

3.3.1  Substitute Carnet Procedure (when a Carnet that is still valid is lost) 
 

In the event of a Carnet being lost or stolen it may be necessary for a substitute Carnet to be 

issued.  The substitute Carnet must bear the same Carnet number as the original with the same 

issue and validity dates.  The only addition would be an (s) in brackets after the Carnet number.  

 

 
 

Substitute Carnets require a repeat fee and back-dated security. 

The substitute Carnet must be presented to HMRC for validation at the NCU (03000 579 060; 

atacarnetunit@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk) as they will hold evidence of original exportation. 

 

3.3.2  Extra Vouchers Procedure (to extend trip) 

 

Extra vouchers are issued after a Carnet has left the office of issue and the holder wishes to 

change the itinerary either to add one or more countries, or to effect a partial re-exportation, or 

‘split’ consignment. The Carnet holder may travel with all or some of the goods covered by 

the Carnet when it is issued. If it is not foreseen that this will happen then extra vouchers will 

have to be issued to cover the additional movements. They require payment of fee (in line with 

the Chamber’s pricing policy) and possibly extra security if another higher rated country is 

involved (sometimes it may be desirable, in the interest of good customer relations, to advise 

the holder to get another Carnet). No additional security is required for Exp / Re-imp Vouchers.  

 

The holder’s request for extra vouchers must be accompanied by: 

 written statement explaining reasons for extra vouchers and extra voucher fee (if applicable) 

 completed vouchers (if original Carnet was produced manually) 

 additional security if applicable. 

 

Information on extra vouchers must tally with original Carnet vouchers.  Care must be taken 

to validate and number the extra vouchers, not forgetting to reset number and date stamps.  The 

extra vouchers must be endorsed by initialling the reverse of the counterfoils within the 

Chamber ring stamp. 
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3.3.3  Replacement Carnet Procedure 

 

1.  Background.  The ATA Carnet Convention 1961 provides for the issue of a replacement 

ATA Carnet, where the temporary importation period will exceed the validity period of the 

original ATA Carnet. A Carnet is valid for up to one year.  The Carnet may be used to cover 

several trips within the validity period of the Carnet.  If the temporary import operation will 

not be completed by the end of this set period, a replacement Carnet should be applied for, 

before the expiry date of the original Carnet, as follows. 

 

The current practice should be for the Holder to obtain written confirmation of the 

conditions under which foreign customs will accept a replacement Carnet and discharge the 

liability of the original. Not all countries accept replacement Carnets, e.g America, and those 

that do may well have provisos, e.g. South Africa does not accept them for Samples or Trade 

Fair goods. Also, some foreign customs require UK customs to certify the replacement on 

the front cover as done on the original, some not. It is advisable that the Replacement Carnet 

is validated by NCU (as they will hold evidence from the original Carnet). 

 

2. Procedure.   

    Care must be taken to ensure that the General List is identical to the original. 

    As with a substitute Carnet a new fee and security must be taken but a new Carnet  

    number given and the validity date extended one year on from the original validity 

   date and be cross referenced with original Carnet using rubber stamp:  

  “replacement issued in conjunction with ATA Carnet no. GB/ ……..”    

 
 

 3. Period.  The issuing Chamber must enter a validity date on the replacement Carnet that       

takes into account the validity date of the original Carnet. The total time limit of both          the 

original and replacement must not exceed the maximum period allowed for temporary     

import of goods in question (normally 24 months). As we can only issue a Carnet with a 

validity of one year less a day, unless the replacement is issued on the last day of validity of 

the original, the replacement will be valid for less than one year. Further movements within 

  this period may be made subject to the provision of adequate security and vouchers    together 

with a confirmation of the itinerary. 

 

   Both original and replacement Carnets must be presented to relevant foreign    

   Customs where the goods and original Carnet are located for processing. 

 The original Carnet should have the re-export counterfoil completed to confirm that it has 
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been discharged by the foreign Customs. Replacement Carnet should have the importation 

counterfoil completed to confirm that the liability has been transferred from the original 

Carnet. The original Carnet must then be returned to the Issuing Chamber.  

 

2.  Inability to issue replacement Carnet.  It is the responsibility of the issuing Chamber to 

issue a replacement Carnet in appropriate circumstances. Should the issuing Chamber be 

unable to issue a replacement Carnet the procedures for normal temporary import must be 

followed e.g. request for extension of relief has to be lodged.  

 

3.4 Information on specific goods 

 

This information has been gathered over the years and has proved very useful as an aid to 

issuing Carnets and preventing problems.  Please notify Davor Antonic-Mckinley, Head of 

Export Documentation, London Chamber on 020 7203 1856, or email: 

dmckinley@londonchamber.co.uk if you have further intelligence to add. 

 

Books/Musical Scores 
All titles/scores required unless they are theatre props. 

 

Vehicles (including motorbikes) 
ATA Carnets can only be issued for cars / motorbikes as samples for official trade fairs and 

exhibitions (private exhibitions in shops or business premises with intention of selling are not 

allowed), professional equipment for racing or test driving and specially adapted vehicles. We 

cannot issue Carnets for breakdown trucks (unless supporting a racing event), vehicle carriers 

or earth moving vehicles e.g. cranes etc. Must state the chassis and engine number as well as 

make.  If the company insists there are no numbers, then ask for a letter to that effect. 

 

Vehicles for private use on public roads require CPD (vehicular Carnet) – UK Issuing Body 

for these is CARS (Classic Automotive Relocation Services): 
http://www.carseurope.net/carnet-de-passage-en-douanes-cpd 

 

Cinematography 
All films must give titles and footage. 

 

Clothing 

Must say what the garments are i.e.: jacket, dress, skirt with as much details as possible  

 1 Brand, colour and style number OR 

 2  Sign statement to the effect that they will use numbers in column one as  

 style numbers  

  

ATA Carnets for unfinished bespoke suits taken abroad for fitting can only be issued for 

Switzerland. Return Goods Relief (RGR) system should be utilised for exportation to any 

other country, and re-importation into United Kingdom, as long as the suits do not increase 

in value whilst out of the country. 

 

Display stands 
For panels, give sizes.  If knockdown stands give either trade name, e.g. Marler Hayley and 

serial number with area and weight of stand when erected and at exhibition site.  OR full 

breakdown and size of each panel (photographs useful). 

http://www.carseurope.net/carnet-de-passage-en-douanes-cpd
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Electrical items 

Trade names (make), model, serial numbers.  If no serial numbers then holder should either: 

 1 state that there are none 

 2 state prototype 

 3 state that numbers not available yet, but that they will be put on the reverse of                          

the green front cover (Page 1), in column 7 of the General list, only by HMC, and be duly 

stamped. 

Photographs or catalogues useful. 

 

Horses 
Sex, age, colour, hands and name.  Passport details. 

 

Jewellery 

Individual description and stock numbers, stating carat weight (of gold as well as individual 

precious stones) and total gram weights (photographs also useful but mandatory for Israel). 

Colour of the gold must be stated to allow for easier Customs identification. This can be 

abbreviated as YG or WG with the key to abbreviations given at the end of the list. Actual or 

estimated carat weight of any stones MUST be given (photographs also useful but mandatory 

for Israel). Earrings and cufflinks should be itemised as “pairs”, unless shipped as single items. 

 

 

Loose diamonds/stones 

Format as per example below: 

Loose stones must be in sealable stone packets which may be itemised by the packet.  If weight 

per stone is less than 0.1 gm, then the number of stones need not be stated Carat weight or 

grams necessary: 

 

 “1. Loose diamonds (30) 1pk 25cts £400 India 

  2. Loose sapphires (29) 1pk 38cts £600 India 

 Goods in free circulation.” 

Stones must be kept in sealable packets which may be subject to Customs via examination. 

 

On the Carnet each packet must be shown as: 

 

“1 packet containing … number of stones” followed by the total carat weight of stones 

in that packet and the value (i.e. what a trader could reasonably expect to sell them for 

in a foreign country). 

 

The Carnet should also bear the declaration: “We certify the values shown on this Carnet are 

the true commercial sales values”.  Each Carnet application must be accompanied by a letter 

containing the above declaration signed by the Company Director. 

 

Oriental carpets 
Size, colour, name (if any), weight, number of knots.  You must have Customs entry forms 

(photocopy for file) to support commercial values and that duties paid in the UK.  Letter from 

company stating that the values shown are the true commercial values in the UK. 

Paintings 
Type i.e. oil giving title and name of artist. 
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Pearls 

Pearls are invariably listed as a strand rather than one item for example: 

“1/10 7-7.5mm cultured freshwater pearl strands  STX9264   10   0.250kg   HK 

Goods in free circulation 

 

Photographic 
No polaroid film allowed.  For other types of film give number of rolls and types of film, and 

state that film is unprocessed.  

 

Records 

All names or serial numbers must be stated i.e. individually itemised. 

 

Skins/furs 
State the type, size, area or weight. 

Note furs cannot be sent on a Carnet to Norway. 

See also 6.0 under Customs prohibitions and restrictions. 

 

Stamps 
Example: “1/300    Lots 5 & 6 Nigerian stamps     300  3gms £20 NIG” 

A Catalogue must be provided, one for the Chamber records and one to be kept with the Carnet. 

The catalogue must be endorsed by the Chamber on the front cover only, it is not necessary to 

stamp every page of the catalogue. 

 

Tools 

At values of £150 and under, weight only required.  Over £150 weight and number of pieces 

must be given (if holder chooses to give more detail, itemise and individually value, this 

acceptable.  What we are doing here is setting out the minimum acceptable with small risk). 

 

3.5 Information for specific countries 
The following information has been compiled over the years and has proved very helpful in 

dealing with Carnets.  Please notify Davor Antonic-Mckinley, Head of Export Documentation, 

London Chamber on 020 7203 1856, or email: dmckinley@londonchamber.co.uk if you have 

any further intelligence. 

 

 Australia 
Customs territory extends to include Tasmania. 

 

Australian Customs require all ATA Carnet holders entering Australia to undergo the Evidence 

of Identity (EOI) check process. Where a person or company is temporarily importing goods 

under cover of a Carnet, then the person who presents the Carnet will be required to undergo 

this process. To use couriers, Carnet holders need to arrange for prior approval from Australian 

customs. 

 

Where an extension to the period of temporary importation is required for up to one month, 

application must be made direct to Australian customs. All other extension requests will require 

a replacement Carnet to be issued in compliance with form B257 that can be downloaded using 

the following link: https://www.border.gov.au/Forms/Documents/B257.pdf 

 

 Bahrain 

https://www.border.gov.au/Forms/Documents/B257.pdf
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Carnets are only accepted for Exhibitions. Regularisation fee (in the region of £950) will apply 

to the following scenarios:  

 

(a) Failing to re-export or re-import goods by the final dates stipulated by Customs.  

(b) Non-presentation of the Carnet Forms to Customs for endorsement/verification upon 

exportation from/importation into, and re-importation into/re-exportation from the 

Kingdom of Bahrain.  

(c) False declaration of value of the goods which may include seizure/confiscation of the 

goods/prosecution, etc.  

(d) Failing to notify Customs in writing when goods covered by an ATA Carnet are not re-ex 

ported/re-imported due to whatever reasons.  

 
Penalties, which may amount to a maximum of three times the value of the goods, where 

applicable, will also be payable. The amount of the penalty will depend on the gravity of the 

offence.  

Customs offices  
The Customs office of Bahrain airport is entitled to process ATA Carnets from Saturday to 

Thursday from 7.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m.  

 

Split consignments are NOT allowed in Bahrain. 

             

 Belarus  
Transit operations to Russia through Belarus are not permitted until further notice. It is 

advisable to have the General List translated into Russian. 

 

 Brazil 

Carnets are accepted for Exhibitions and Professional Equipment only. Special procedure 

applies to transits: http://bit.ly/29dnQFB Customs Offices will process ATA Carnets 

Monday to Friday, from 8:00am to 18:00pm. List of Customs offices: http://bit.ly/29jhSC3 

 

Problems have been reported with the acceptance and use of ATA Carnets in Brazil, 

especially in case of hand carried goods as well as goods moving from one State to another. 

We would recommend that you limit the issuance of Carnets to the States of Rio de Janeiro 

and Sao Paolo, avoiding the use of internal transit, as well as to freighted goods only until the 

issue has been resolved. Airway Bill or B/L will be required for Customs Clearance. It is also 

advisable that the “Letter of Authorisation” is renamed to “Power of Attorney” for Brazil. 

 

 China  
Carnets are only accepted for Exhibitions (Carnet holders must have a valid Exhibitor Permit 

on entry into China). ATA Carnets will need to be registered on the Chinese Customs database.  

 

Registration will be performed by CCPIT/CCOIC. For freighted goods, broker must contact 

CCPIT/CCOIC for electronic data registration before making the Customs declaration.  

 

For hand-carried goods, holders may undergo paper verification by China Customs firstly, 

and then go to CCPIT/CCOIC for electronic data registration within three working days. The 

contact numbers of the 2 branch offices located in Beijing (Terminal 3 and Terminal 2) are as 

follows: 86-10-64595422 and 86-10-64530430. 

http://bit.ly/29dnQFB
http://bit.ly/29jhSC3
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Denmark 

Carnets are necessary for the Faroe Islands. 

 

France 
The ATA system is guaranteed in overseas departments and territories namely Guadeloupe, 

Martinique, Guyane and Reunion, New Caledonia and its dependents of Wallis and Futuna 

Islands, and French Polynesia (includes Tahiti) as well as St Barts, St Martin, Mayotte and 

Saint Pierre et Miquelon.  

 

India 
India Trade Promotion Office approved exhibitions only. The updated ITPO approved 

exhibition list is available on website: http://www.indiatradefair.com/ 

There has been an extension of the ATA Carnet facility, still under the exhibitions/trade fair 

category of goods, to cover the temporary import of goods for display or use in private 

meetings, conferences or congresses organised by any company or organisation. The holder 

taking part in such private events must present the Indian company’s invitation to the Indian 

Customs office at the time of presenting the ATA Carnet and the goods for Customs clearance 

purposes. ATA Carnets are now accepted at Bangalore, Chennai, Cochin, Kolkata, Mumbai 

and New Delhi. All Carnets entering and leaving India must be registered on FICCI’s 

electronic system (done at the time of Customs clearance) against admin fee of Rs. 1,200 

 

If holders wish to appoint a forwarding agent in India it is advisable to insert this information 

in Box B of Page 1. (the green Front Cover).  

 

Goods imported into India under cover of ATA Carnets must be re-exported within the six 

month period following their importation. If Carnet holders want their goods to remain in 

India beyond the six month period, they should obtain approval therefore (1) from the Customs 

office of import; (2) before the six month period has expired. Failing such approval within the 

due period, duties, taxes and interests would become payable. The goods cannot remain in 

India beyond the maximum allowed period of 12 months from the date of import. 

 

Israel 

The following wireless equipment is accepted under cover of an ATA Carnet: Cellular phones 

included in the list published from time to time by the Israeli Ministry of Communication; 

computerised communication equipment at 2.4 GigaHz only; and G.P.S. receivers that 

measure geographical location. In order to obtain the relevant approval for any other broadcast 

or communication wireless equipment application has to be made to the Israeli Ministry of 

Communication. 

 

The temporary import into Israel of “Amusement Park” devices, of any kind is not allowed 

under a Carnet without the approval of the Standards Institution of Israel. The 

holder/representative must apply to the Standards Institution of Israel to Mr Tal Kahane tel. 

972-3-6465154. Fax 972-3-6465058, email talk@sii.org.il 

This directive applies to devices classified as Customs tariff no: 95.04 and 95.08. 

 

Photographs of jewellery are mandatory. 

 

Customs have requested that the name of the final user of the goods (if different from the 

holder) be stated in Box B (represented by) of the Carnet forms. 

http://www.indiatradefair.com/
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Lebanon 
Professional equipment and exhibitions only. The following goods are prohibited from 

inclusion on a Carnet: arms, goods from Israel, drugs and psychotropic substances, 

pornographic tapes and films.  Jewellery can only be taken to public exhibitions and NOT to 

private exhibitions, viewings or shops. Photographs of jewellery are mandatory. 

 

 Malaysia 
Customs territory extends to include Kuala Lumpur, Sabah and Sarawak. 

 

Mexico  
To facilitate the acceptance of Carnets by Mexican customs on arrival, holders must input their 

Carnet details, before departure, directly onto the CANACO website: www. 

http://www.carnetatamexico.com.mx/ata/  (General List will need to be input in Spanish). 

Maximum period of temporary admission is 6 months (extension must be requested 2 

weeks before the deadline expires: mcavendano@camaradecomerciodemexico.com.mx). 

 

Moldova  
International road crossing points on the Moldovan-Romanian State border: 

1.5. Giurgiulesti-Galati. 

 

Morocco 

Extension of the ATA Carnet facility, on a trial basis, to cover additionally Commercial 

Samples and Professional Equipment, as long as the applicant confirms that they have checked 

in advance with, and received confirmation that Moroccan Customs will accept the Carnet for 

these additional categories of goods. 

 

Norway 
The security rate for engine machinery is available from the London Chamber. 

Carnets for furs or fur products are prohibited. 

 

Russian Federation 

Two pairs of blue vouchers are required per visit.   

The representative of the ATA Carnet holder will have to hold a Power of Attorney unless her 

/ his full name, the number and the date of issue of her / his passport are duly indicated in box 

B of the front cover of the ATA Carnet (further provisos are in Circular 25). We are still unable 

to guarantee acceptance of ATA Carnets even though efforts are being made to improve the 

situation. Holders should still provide a letter of indemnity confirming that they are fully aware 

of the possibility of refusal of the document and that they would not hold the issuing chamber 

responsible for any problems or charges that might occur as a result of such refusal. General 

List should be translated into Russian before travelling and pictures provided to aid 

identification. It is also advisable to have a Russian speaker present who knows the local 

requirements and that only one Customs Office is involved in the itinerary. 

 

In accordance with the Russian Federation Customs Laws on the implementation of the ATA 

Carnet System in Russia: 

 

1.  ATA Carnets issued for import/export of goods into/from the Russian Federation will 

be accepted only by the Customs offices enumerated below. 

2.  The representative of the ATA Carnet holder must hold a power of attorney except if 

http://www.camaradecomerciodemexico.com.mx/ata/
http://www.camaradecomerciodemexico.com.mx/ata/
mailto:mcavendano@camaradecomerciodemexico.com.mx
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his full name, the number and the date of issue of his passport are duly indicated in box 

B of the front cover of the ATA Carnet. 

3. Import of consumable goods under ATA Carnets into the Russian Federation will not 

be permitted. 

4.  The customs procedure of internal transit from border Customs offices to internal 

Customs offices, involving the use of blue transit sheets, applies only if the Customs 

office at the place of arrival (located at the border) is not authorized to proceed the 

customs clearance of the following categories of goods: 

 

 (1) Jewellery, antiques and cultural valuables. Only the following specialized Customs 

offices are authorized to carry out clearance of the above-mentioned goods under cover 

of an ATA Carnet: 

  - Specialized Customs point (12, Smolnaya street, Moscow); 

 - Malahit Customs point (27, Gogol street, Ekaterinburg, Sverdlovsk Region, 

620057); 

  - North-West Excise Customs point (40 «а», Kulturi avenue, Saint-Petersburg); 

 - Kaliningrad Excise Customs point (16, Druzhbi street, Bagrationovsk, 

Kaliningrad Region). 

 

Once cleared by the specialized Customs offices, the goods can then circulate freely within the 

entire territory of the Russian Federation. 

 

             5.  ATA Carnets will not be accepted on the outer border of the Customs Union of the 

Russian Federation and Belarus Republic. 

 

List of Russian Customs Offices authorised to carry out ATA Carnet Customs clearance 

(double click on file below to open the list) 

 

 
 

 

Serbia 

The ATA System does not operate in Kosovo; Metohija; and ATA Carnets are not accepted 

for unaccompanied goods or postal traffic. 

 

            South Africa 

           The following ports only are authorised to provide proof of re-exportation out of South 

            Africa on ATA Carnets used in the South African Customs Union (SACU) countries,  

            i.e. South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland:- 

  

            South African Border Posts 

            Komatipoort 

            Beitbridge 

  

            South African Sea Ports 

            Cape Town 
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            Port Elizabeth 

            East London 

            Durban 

            Richards' Bay 

           South African International Airports 

            Johannesburg International Airport 

            Durban 

            Cape Town 

  

            Common Customs Union Border Ports 

            Ramkogwebana 

            Kazangula 

            Wenela/Katimo Mulilo 

            Oshikango 

             Common Customs Union Sea Ports 

            Walvisbay 

   

            Common Customs Union Airports 

            Windhoek 

 

If Botswana; Lesotho; Swaziland; and Namibia are specifically involved for working visits,  

entering from South Africa, we should include additional pairs of white importation and re-

exportation vouchers. As final re-exportation is usually from South Africa, it would be best to 

issue a minimum of two pairs for South Africa plus the additional pairs for the working visits. 

(A single trip to South Africa alone, would still need one pair of whites)  

 

Spain 
We have been informed by the Spanish Guaranteeing organisation that the use of the ATA 

Carnet is COMPULSORY in the Canary Islands, Ceuta and Melilla for temporary admission 

procedures since these territories do not form part of the EU.  

 

 

Switzerland 

Customs territory to include Liechtenstein.  

Three pairs of blue vouchers required for an exhibition. 

 

 

Turkey 

Box B must show name of the Turkish company that the Holder will be dealing with in Turkey 

as well as named representatives/agents who are allowed to sign the importation and re-

exportation declarations in Boxes F. Holder will also need to issue a Power of Attorney for any 

such representatives and this will need to be legalised by Turkish Consulate (please note that 

currently Turkish Consulate does not legalise ODs – all such applications must go to the FCO 

instead).  
 

Penalties in case of violation of the provisions on temporary importation: 
  

a) A fine of TL 170 (approx. € 55) will be imposed if the goods imported under cover of a 
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Carnet are re-exported within a month following the date of expiry of the validity of the Carnet; 

 

b) A fine of TL 340 (approx. € 110) will be imposed if goods imported under cover a Carnet 

are re-exported within the 2 months following the expiry of the date of validity of the Carnet; 

 

c) A fine of two times the bonded value of the goods may be charged if the re-exportation of 

the goods exceeds 2 months following the date of expiry of validity of the Carnet or if the 

goods are not re-exported. 
 

 

Thailand 

According to a Notification of the Customs Department of Thailand dated 15 May 2014, if the 

re-exportation from Thailand of goods under cover of an ATA Carnet is proven by any other 

documents than the duly signed and stamped re-exportation counterfoil, the Customs 

Department of Thailand will charge a regularization fee. This regularization fee, which is 

calculated on the basis of the value of the goods, represents 10% of the import duties. It should 

not be less than Baht 1,000 (roughly €25) and not more than Baht 20,000 (roughly € 450). 

 

Ukraine 
Carnet holders who do not conform to the date for the re-exportation of their goods from the 

Ukrainian Customs territory will be imposed the following penalties which can vary depending 

on the terms of the violation of the Customs Code of Ukraine: 
 

According to paragraph 1 of Article 481 of the Code, the penalty will amount to UAH 850 

(approx. 85€) if the deadline fixed for re-exportation of the goods is exceed by less than three 

days. 
 

According to paragraph 2 of Article 481 of the Code, the penalty imposed on the second similar 

violation committed by the same holder within the same year will amount to UAH 5100 

(approx. 503 €).  
 

According to the same paragraph, the same penalty will be imposed on holders who have 

exceeded the delay fixed for the re-exportation of the goods by more than three days but less 

than 10 days. 
 

According to paragraph 3 of Article 481 of the Code the penalty will amount to UAH 17 000 

(approx. 1700 €) if the deadline is exceeded by more than 10 days. 
 

According to paragraph 2 of Article 464 of the Code, ATA Carnets holders will not have to 

pay a penalty if the period fixed for the re-exportation of the goods is exceeded because the 

goods or vehicles have been confiscated.  

 

     United Arab Emirates  
Effective 10 September 2013, we are no longer expected to pre-notify UAE National 

Guaranteeing Organisation of Carnets issued for UAE.  

 

Regularization fee (currently 5,000 AED (approximately £908.00)) will be requested in the 

following circumstances (as this is excessively higher than the fees charged by other 

Customs Administrations, representation has been made to UAE Customs with the view to 
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a reduction of their fee):  

 

(a) Failing to re-export goods by the final date as stipulated by Customs 

  

(b) Non-presentation of the Carnet forms to Customs for endorsement/ verification upon 

exportation from/importation into and re-importation into/re-exportation from the UAE;  

 

(c) Failing to notify Customs in writing when goods covered by a Carnet are not re-

exported/re-imported due to whatever reason.  

 

Customs can be notified at the following address:  

The UAE Federal Customs Authority  

P.O. Box 111333  

Dubai (UAE)  

Tel: + 9714 3119900 / Fax: + 9714 3930199  

 

(d) False declaration of value of the goods which may include seizure, confiscation of the 

goods, prosecution, etc. Penalties which may amount to a maximum of three times the value 

of the goods where applicable will also be payable. In the event of any Customs offence 

being committed, the provisions of the Common Customs Law and Rules of Implementation 

thereof shall be applicable. 

 

Location of customs offices at the Dubai International Airport is as follows: 

 

• Terminal 1: Arrivals Hall, inspection office and Gold office  

Contacts: Tel: + 971 4 4176847 or + 971 4 4176839  

• Terminal 2: Arrivals Hall, inspection office  

Contacts: Tel: + 971 4 4176602 or + 971 4 4176607  

• Terminal 3: Arrivals section, Hall no.4 near duty free & Marhaba office  

Contacts: Tel: + 971 4 4176812 or + 971 4 4176813 
 

Split consignments are NOT allowed in UAE. 

 

United Kingdom 

The green front cover (UK Customs shaded Certification Box) and the yellow exportation 

counterfoil must be endorsed and the voucher detached by UK Customs. However if the point 

of exit from the EC is in another member state, UK Customs will complete the front cover and 

remove the yellow voucher, but the counterfoil (box 7) will be completed by customs at the 

point of exit from the EC. If UK goods are held in another Member State, a UK ATA Carnet 

can be issued. To ensure that Customs in the Member State where the goods are held will 

authorise the Carnet and process the Carnet either as the office of export or exit, the holder 

must check with them in advance.  
 

Some UK Customs offices of export or re-import do not have a 24hr public service. To ensure 

the availability of a Customs Officer at the office of export or re-import, for the endorsement 

of the document, holders must contact HMRC National Advice Service on 0845 010 9000 at 

least two working days prior to the intended movement. They will be able to provide the holder 

with a time when a Customs Officer will be available for the endorsement of the Carnet at the 

office of export or re-import. 
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Channel Islands 

United Kingdom customs territory extends to include Channel Islands and Isle of Man. The 

London Chamber may now issue Carnets for use in European Community/Union countries as 

well as previously for just Third country destinations shown on the Carnet front cover, and the 

United Kingdom if the Holder/UK Customs insists. 

 

In both cases the holders address must still be in the Channel Islands and the Green cover and 

yellow vouchers MUST be processed by Channel Islands customs ONLY (this is a requirement 

to allow us to discharge a used Carnet for a Channel Island based movement). 

 

If the UK is involved in the itinerary, then it is to be a treated as a Third country and must be 

covered by a pair of whites and be covered by a 20% security to cover VAT liability. 

 

Unless a stated itinerary calls for more vouchers, a single trip to another member state would 

be covered by one pair of yellows; one pair of whites; and three pairs of blues. (just in case a 

fair or transit is involved). The holder has to make the following declaration at the end of the 

list of goods: “GOODS IN FREE CIRCULATION FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES." 

 

United States of America 

Customs territory extends to include Alaska. Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Saipan. 

 

We are unable to guarantee the acceptance of an ATA Carnet covering vehicles at present. The 

practise must be to hold a letter of indemnity from the holder, which also confirms that they 

have already checked in advance that US Customs would in fact accept an ATA Carnet. 

Information on Carnet processing at Airports can be accessed from the following websites:- 

www.merchandisepassport.org  or www.cbp.gov/contact/ports Please note that the 24-hour 

staff office at JFK is located in another building, and may be far from the terminals themselves.  

USA does not accept Replacement Carnets or transits / blue vouchers. 

 

Regularisation Fee is requested in following circumstances: 

 

- $50 in the case that indirect proof of re-exportation in the form of a foreign customs validation 

in the Carnet (re-importation or importation into a third country) dated before the carnet expiry.  

 

- $100 in the case of alternate documentary proof (foreign customs certification of the goods, 

landing certificate, certified waybill, etc.) dated before the Carnet expiry 

 

Duties will apply in following circumstances: 

In the case of proof dated outside expiry of the Carnet (or time limit for re-exportation): 

 25% of the duties and taxes, minimum of $50 if the proof of re-exportation / re-importation 

is dated within 3 months after Carnet expiry  

 50% of the duties and taxes, minimum of $100, if the proof of re-exportation / re-importation 

is dated between 3 and 6 months after Carnet expiry 

  

 Full amount of duties and taxes for any proof dated after 6 months from the Carnet expiry date. 

 

1. Operation of the ATA Carnet System in the USA: ATA Carnets are re-exempted from 

the EEI/AES filing 
As of 12 September 2014, ATA (and Tecro/AIT) Carnets are exempt from filing Electronic 

http://www.cbp.gov/contact/ports
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Export Information. The previous exemption for carnets has been re-instated, effective 

immediately. It should be noted that U.S. Customs and Border Protection and the Census 

Bureau have left open the possibility of reconsidering the issue at some future date.  Please 

visit USCIB’s AES web page for updated information. 

 

2. From 26 January 2010 U.S. Customs Border Protection (CBP) will impose penalties for 

breaches of 10+2 filling. ISF filling is required by all shipments entering the U.S. on ocean 

vessel. This means that all goods entering the United States via ship are required to provide 10 

new data elements. Two additional items must be submitted by the carrier. These data elements 

are reproduced in the document attached above. 

 ATA Carnet ocean shipments are not exempt from this filling; but they are exempt from the 

ISF bond requirement. The data elements required are easily obtained on the ATA Carnet or 

from the broker making the entry.  

 

3. Foreign carnets entering (or US Carnets returning to) the United States via vessel will be 

required to complete an Importer Security Filing (sometimes referred to as a 10+2 filing) 

beginning on January 26, 2009 (document 550-1/1362). 

  

4. As of 1 October 2008, no rubies or jaderie of Burmese origin may be imported into the  US, 

whether mounted or unmounted. Any such shipments will be seized upon importation by US 

Customs. 

  

5. Shipper's export declaration (SED): Most Carnets now exempt from SEDs: 

Effective 2 July 2008, the US Census Bureau exempted Carnet shipments from the obligation 

to file an SED, either paper or electronically via (AES) for all goods except those that require 

an export license. The Federal Register notice citation, vol 73, No. 106, pages 31572-31573, 

section 30.37 (miscellaneous exemptions), para (q) states "Temporary exports, except those 

that require licensing, whether shipped or hand carried, (e.g., carnet) that are exported from 

and returned to the United States in less than one year (12 months) from the date of export"... 

 

6. Operation of the ATA System in United States – DOMESTIC PORT VALIDATION: 

The USCIB informs its counterparts that according to a recent memorandum sent by U.S. 

Customs Headquarters to all U.S. Customs ports in October 2011, domestic ports should 

validate Carnets even though holders will be changing flights at another port before leaving 

the U.S. if the goods are checked in with the airline and the holder would not have control over 

the Carnet goods.   

 This is a major improvement as the previous procedure provided that the last port of exit out 

of the U.S. should be the one to stamp the Carnet, preventing many Carnet holders from having 

their Carnets properly stamped by US Customs when exiting the US Customs territory, leading 

to the payment of regularizations fees.  

  

Carnet holders may now have their Carnets validated at the initial port of exit when departing 

the U.S. and their goods are checked in. A topic regarding this matter is available on USCIB's 

website at: http://www.uscib.org/index.asp?documentID=1675  (Question 25). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://p6trc.emv2.com/HS?a=ENX7CqnWFxXX8SA9MKJchwLnGHxKLQvQ6vcStGb5lw8W0bBhOG5mpqVsje_HhdDbzlL_
http://www.uscib.org/index.asp?documentID=1675
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3.6 Time Limits on ATA Carnets 

Foreign Customs may impose a time limit for re-exportation that may be less than the overall 

validity period of one year. This will be shown in section 2 of the Importation and / or Transit 

Grouped Counterfoils as shown below. In both cases the Holder will incur monetary claim 

for exceeding specified time limits (any such Carnets must be left open for 33months). 
 

 
 

3.7   Note on digital stamps and signatures 

At the BCC International Trade Conference on 4 June 2015 Peter Bishop provided an update 

 on World Chambers Federation documentation and the situation with regard to digital 

signatures and stamps on ATA Carnets, which are currently not sanctioned by LCCI as the 

National Guaranteeing Organisation (NGO) in the UK. The issue was raised at the ATA 

Administrative Committee (ATAC) meeting on 1-2 September 2015 in New York where it 

was agreed that legal counsel should be taken on the matter. Advice is awaited and in the 

meantime Carnet issuers are reminded that digital (electronic) stamps and signatures are not 

sanctioned by LCCI. 

 

4.0 Discharge Procedure 
 

Carnets are discharged when the goods listed for temporary exportation from the UK have 

been returned to the UK within twelve months of issue and there is documentary evidence to 

that effect. This section explains the procedure (please note only some Chambers are involved 

in discharging Carnets (LCCI Agents must send returned Carnets to LCCI for checking). 

 

 Once the Carnet is returned we must check the following: 

 

 1. All pages issued have been returned 
 

 2. No additions or alterations have been made to the authorised or attached lists nor have 

the attached lists been removed  
 

 3. All used grouped counterfoils are matched with appropriate Customs stamps. 

Appendix 8 is a selection of Customs stamps as an aid for identification. 
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 4. All items have been re-exported out of country of temporary importation (import and / 

or transit) and returned to the EU within the stated time limits as evidenced by relevant 

counterfoils (see pages 41-42 for examples of correctly used counterfoils). If there is 

no counterfoil evidence can alternatively be provided by Certification of Location 

issued by HM Customs & Excise.  This must confirm Customs sighting of the goods 

in the UK within the validity period of the Carnet. 

  

  Carnets used after expiry cannot be discharged as the holder may be liable to pay 

duties and / or penalties (in the event of claim) due to late re-exportation.   

 

 Correctly used Carnets 
 If the Carnet has been used correctly, instructions are written on the record to indicate either 

that the guarantee has been returned to the guarantor or that the continuing guarantee has been 

adjusted and the appropriate letter typed.  If the holder provided cash as security then the 

deposit should be returned within a reasonable time. Carnet is discharged conditionally.  

  

 Misused Carnets 
 If the Carnet has been misused, according to the nature of the problem, letters must be sent to 

the holder explaining that we are unable to send proof to a foreign Customs to pre-empt a claim 

(Advance Regularisation no longer applies as a procedure see 4.1.9) or details of the problem 

and how it can be rectified by either the holder themselves or Customs. On occasions when 

proof of re-importation is not forthcoming and the document is subject to a claim for non re-

exportation from abroad we need to regularise the Carnet.  Your role in such circumstances is 

to communicate with your holder to provide admissible evidence. Copies of correspondence 

must be kept on file.  

 

 If you anticipate problems with your holder, and they have signed a CSS proposal form you 

must pass on the claim to the London Chamber who will forward it to the Carnet Claims Officer 

for further investigation.  We advise that this procedure starts from the `C’ stage onwards i.e. 

preferably before charges have been assessed. If you are using any other form of security, then 

ensure that this can be readily invoked once the request for payment has been received. Model 

letters appear in Appendix 7. 

                         

 Lost Carnets preclude clearance of the holder’s liability for 33 months. It would be 

advisable for the holder to obtain a Certificate of Location from HMRC (tel: 03000 579 060) 

confirming re-importation within the validity period of the Carnet, in case a foreign Customs 

claim for non re-exportation is lodged.   

 

4.1 Administrative Guideline Notes for claims that require regularisation 
 4.1.1 Ensure that a proper diary system is in operation at all times in respect of claims and 

other problems on Carnets, also for clearance when liability expires (33 month period 

from issue date). 

 

 4.1.2 Use a diary system to trigger reminders.  Act on communications from London 

Chamber dealing directly with holders only or guarantors when required. 

 

 4.1.3 Never issue a Carnet which is not prepared in accordance with the accepted format, as 

apart from the problems which can be encountered during the use of the Carnet, in the 

event of the necessity for regularisation, Customs charges could be incurred due to lack 
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of detail on evidence submitted.  Also, the Carnet could possibly be refused by UK or 

Foreign Customs. 

 4.1.4 Maintain numerical system for record purposes and log actions on "History 

Sheets/Trace System".  This enables you to readily identify if a Carnet is outstanding 

or discharged. 

 

 4.1.5 When a Carnet is returned for checking and is found to have any problem relating to 

UK evidence but has been used correctly abroad, the holder should be informed of 

action required to obtain relevant proof to allow clearance (i.e. Certificate of Location 

from HMRC); or be told that the Carnet cannot be discharged until liability expires. 

 

 4.1.6 When a Carnet is returned for checking and is found to be incorrectly processed abroad, 

or the holder has failed to obtain Foreign Customs clearance but re-importation has 

been completed correctly, the evidence must be held on file (pending claim) and the 

Holder asked to pay Regularisation Fee(s). If countries involved are Bahrain, 

Thailand, UAE or Ukraine DO NOT offer Reg Fee option (please refer to section 

3.5). When responding to requests for proof from the London Chamber, please send a 

colour scan of the Counterfoil by email. 

In practice, we should always submit whatever evidence we are provided with, 

as the final decision rests with the claimant customs. In general only Customs 

endorsed evidence is admissible when answering claims (preferred evidence).  

 

Other forms of proof are only advisable if no Customs endorsed proof exists or 

as a backup to preferred evidence.   

 

 

Preferred evidence comprises: 
 

        1.a        (Certified copy of the) re-exportation counterfoil, corresponding with the  

    importation voucher, subject of the claim (no regularisation fee involved). 
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  1.b (Certified copy of the) transit counterfoil, corresponding with the subject of the 

claim (no regularisation fee involved). Below example shows correctly stamped Counterfoil. 

Transit is incomplete if the “OUT” sections have not been stamped or time limit exceeded. 
 

 
 

 

 

2. (Certified copy of) any counterfoil from the said carnet, covering all the items 

recorded on the relevant importation or re-importation voucher and taking place 

after the original importation. Regularisation Fee will apply. 

 

 
 

 

 3.   (Certified copy of the) customs certificate confirming the location of the goods               

              (UK = Certificate of Location, USA = Certificate of Disposition, France =     
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             Certificate de Presence etc). Regularisation Fee will apply. 
  

    
 

  

Other evidence comprises: 

 

Please note that forms of evidence below are seldom accepted by foreign Customs as 

they are usually not endorsed by HMRC. 
 

(Certified copy of) custom's entry declaration, covering all the items recorded on the 

relevant importation voucher or making a clear reference to the ATA Carnet.  
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(Certified copy of) any “other document”, covering all the items as recorded on the relevant 

importation voucher or making a clear reference to the ATA Carnet in question. 
 

 
 

4.1.7   Keep a register to log claims, and another one for monetary demands.  Ensure that the 

London Chamber is re-imbursed promptly for any charges.  Carefully monitor any 

outstanding claims and always ensure that your security is invoked, if necessary well 

before the expiry of the guarantor’s liability. 

 

4.1.8    Complete statistical return as per Appendix 10 on a monthly basis. 
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4.1.9    Advance Regularisation is no longer allowed. 

 

In cases where Carnets have been misused to sell goods abroad, we may seek guidance 

from National Guaranteeing Organisation counterparts abroad as to the likelihood of a 

claim being lodged. 

 

5.0 Administration 
 

5.1 Role of National Guaranteeing Organisations 
Each signatory country to the ATA Carnet Convention has a National Guaranteeing 

Organisation (NGO) which operates the Carnet system in its national boundaries.  The role of 

the NGO centres on its responsibility to ensure that all Carnets issued from its jurisdiction are 

regularised i.e. the terms of the Carnet are fulfilled or, if this has not occurred, full duties are 

paid to overseas Customs.  The NGO is also responsible for `passive’ Carnets i.e. these which 

have been issued in other Carnet convention countries and cover goods which have been 

imported into the United Kingdom.  In addition to those duties, as the NGO for the United 

Kingdom the London Chamber also sits on the administrative committee of the World ATA 

Council and has been especially active in promoting the geographical coverage of the Carnet.  

The main concern however is with running an efficient system and the administration which 

this requires.  This section deals with the administration of the system in the United Kingdom. 

 

5.2  UK Network 
The UK network is made up of those Chambers/London Chamber Agents listed in Appendix 

11 of this Manual.  These Chambers/London Chamber Agents are contracted to London 

Chamber to issue ATA Carnets in accordance with certain operating rules.  This Manual 

provides the basis of those rules and will be issued to all Chambers/London Chamber Agents 

authorised to issue ATA Carnets. 

 

5.3   Geographical coverage in the UK 

ATA Carnets provide a valuable trade facilitation tool for companies which wish to 

temporarily export goods to ATA Carnet Convention signatory countries.  It is intended that 

these companies should have easy access to this trade facilitation document at the same time 

balancing that with the administrative and financial requirements of operating a scheme on a 

national basis.  Where there is evidence to support the need for a Carnet issuing office in certain 

areas of the UK the authorisation of a Chamber/London Chamber Agent in those areas to issue 

Carnets will be seriously considered. 

 

5.4  Authorised signatories 

An authorised signatory is a Chamber/London Chamber Agent member of staff registered with 

the London Chamber as experienced in Carnet issue and procedures and recommended by the 

issuing Chamber.  Each network Chamber/London Chamber Agent must provide the London 

Chamber with a list of specimen signatures of recommended staff who have been accepted by 

the London Chamber as registered authorised signatories for Carnet processing.  These 

signatories are recorded in Appendix 11 of the Manual.  We recommend that authorised 

signatories should not be involved in the preparation of Carnets which they sign as this provides 

a checking mechanism. 
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5.5  Reporting system 
Each authorised Chamber/London Chamber Agent will send by post, fax, e-mail to the London 

Chamber on a monthly basis the following information: 

 

1.  Number of Carnets issued 

2.  Security Amount 

3.  Security Method 

4.  Guarantor (if appropriate) 

5.  Total document value 

6.  Highest value Carnet issued 

7.  Lowest value Carnet issued 

      (see Appendix 10) 

 

 This must be completed by the fifth working day of the subsequent month. 

 

5.6  Accounting system 

Chambers/London Chamber Agents authorised to issue Carnets must remit fees and payments 

associated with issue promptly. London Chamber, in turn, will remit commissions etc. in the 

same way. 

 

5.7 Changes in procedures 

Changes in procedure to the ATA Carnet operation will be notified to Chambers by means of 

Circular Notices which will include amendments to this Manual. 

 

5.8 Training of staff 

All new staff in the Carnet departments of Chambers/London Chamber Agents must spend one 

day training at the London Chamber after a minimum of three months of their involvement 

with Carnet work and pass a test in order to become authorised signatories.  Refresher courses 

of half a day will be required for existing authorised signatories every three years.  A test must 

be completed and passed at an approved level at the end of the course. 

 

5.9 Inspections of Chambers/London Chamber Agents authorised to issue Carnets 

These will take place normally every two years, unless a newly appointed Chief Executive 

requests an earlier visit, and will take the form of a visit from a London Chamber Manager.  A 

check list will be followed to ensure that the procedures laid down in the Carnet Manual are 

being adhered to. In the case of non-adherence to Manual procedures, the Chamber/London 

Chamber Agent will be re-inspected after three months. Remote auditing will take place, on an 

on-going basis, as and when Carnets in non-compliance come to light. If non-compliance is 

again found the Chamber is liable to lose its ability to issue Carnets. 

 

 

5.10 Marketing 

Chambers/London Chamber Agents are encouraged to market the Carnet document through 

the customisation of leaflets and the production of press releases or other material for the media 

along the lines of those appearing in Appendix 12. 

 

5.11 Annual Networking Meeting 

If necessary, an annual network meeting will be held to update Chambers/London Chamber 

Agents on recent developments, share ideas and improve best practice. 
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6.0 Frequently asked questions 
 

The following questions are those which are the most frequently asked of Carnet staff.  The 

answers are based on the ATA Carnet Convention, HM Customs & Excise Notice 104 and our 

experience. 

 

 Who is entitled to use a Carnet? 
 

 A Carnet is issued to the holder named on the cover of the Carnet and subsequent vouchers.  

The ATA Carnet may be used by a representative of the holder, the name of which is inserted 

on the front cover of the Carnet and subsequent vouchers.  The Carnet holder is always 

responsible under the guarantee for any irregularities that may occur.  If the guaranteeing 

organisation has to pay Customs charges it will make a claim against the guaranteeing 

organisation in the country of issue, which will in turn recover the amount from the Carnet 

holder. 

 

 How do you identify the goods? 
 

 It is important that the goods on the Carnet can be identified.  The required details are trade 

description, marks and serial number (if any), number weight and quantity.  The Customs 

office of importation may refuse to accept the Carnet and the goods that it covers if it is 

impossible to identify the goods. 

  

 What about Customs prohibitions and restrictions? 
 

 The use of an ATA Carnet rather than customs documentation makes no difference to the need 

to meet Customs requirements for restricted and prohibited goods nor does it remove the 

requirements of licensing controls.  Information regarding prohibited and restricted goods can 

be found in the Tariff, Volume 1, Parts 3 and 4.  For information on export licensing, please 

contact: 

   Export licensing: 
   The Department for Business  

                                      Licensing Unit 

   Kingsgate House 

   66-74 Victoria Street 

   LONDON 

   SW1E 6SW 

   Tel: 020 7215 8070 

 

 Controls also operate for the information and exportation of drugs, firearms and other goods 

which are subject to licensing by other government departments.  In these cases, reference 

should be made to the appropriate department. 

https://www.gov.uk/export-and-import-licences-for-controlled-goods-and-trading-with-

certain-countries 

 Can I get a replacement Carnet to extend the time period? 
 

 A Carnet is valid for up to one year.  The Carnet may be used to cover several trips within its 

validity period.  If the temporary import operation will not be completed by the end of this set 

period, a replacement Carnet should be applied for, before the expiry date of the original 

https://www.gov.uk/export-and-import-licences-for-controlled-goods-and-trading-with-certain-countries
https://www.gov.uk/export-and-import-licences-for-controlled-goods-and-trading-with-certain-countries
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Carnet.  It should be noted that not all issuing associations will issue replacement Carnets.  The 

total time period of the two Carnets may not exceed the maximum period of temporary 

importation allowed for the category of goods. 

 

 Can I get extra vouchers after the Carnet is issued? 
 

 Care must be taken on applying for a Carnet to ensure that the correct number of vouchers is 

requested to meet the particular requirements of the countries in which the goods are to be 

used.  Additional vouchers may only be obtained from the issuing office. Additional items of 

goods may not be added to the Carnet after use. 

 

 What if ownership of the goods changes while a Carnet is valid? 
 

 If ownership of goods changes, it is likely that the holder of the Carnet will wish to discharge 

the Carnet by presentation to customs rather than retain responsibility for any customs debt 

incurred.  In this case the goods would have to be placed under a suitable customs procedure 

such as temporary importation or customs charges would have to be paid, as applicable, on 

release to free circulation. 

 

  

 Can I get a substitute Carnet if the original is lost or stolen? 
 

 The holder should ensure that the customs authority, where the Carnet was lost or stolen, will 

accept a substitute Carnet.  The issuing organisation may, on request, issue a substitute Carnet 

which expires on the same date as the original.  Alternatively, the goods covered by the lost or 

stolen Carnet may be entered to temporary importation. 

 

 Can I add extra item to the list of goods on the Carnet? 
 

 No.  Once an ATA Carnet has been issued no extra item shall be added to the list of goods 

enumerated on the reverse of the front cover of the Carnet, or on any continuation sheets that 

are attached.  A new Carnet should be issued for additional goods. 

 

  

 What happens if my goods are lost or stolen? 
 

 If goods covered by an ATA Carnet are lost or stolen, the matter should be immediately 

reported to customs authorities in that country where it occurred.  Countries party to the ATA 

Convention may treat goods in these circumstances differently.  It may be advisable that the 

goods are insured for the full value of the goods, including any customs charges that might 

become payable. 

 Can the goods be destroyed under Customs control? 
 

 Some countries that are party to the ATA Convention may allow goods to be destroyed under 

Customs control (Customs would be required to note this on the re-exportation counterfoil).  

This means that goods not returning to the UK can still result in a regularised Carnet. 

 

 

What is the law on Carnets? 
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 The EC law covering Carnets is in the Community Customs Code, Council Regulation (EEC) 

No 2913/92 and its implementing provisions Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2454/93, as 

amended, as it refers to temporary importation of goods into the customs territory of the 

Community.  Overall they are covered by the ATA Convention and the Istanbul Convention 

which are international agreements on temporary import and export of goods in certain 

circumstances. 

 

 

Do I need to make a separate Customs Declaration when using Carnets? 

 

 If the goods are hand carried then no separate Customs Declaration will be required (other than 

presenting the Carnet to HMRC + foreign Customs). If the goods are freighted and are bound 

for an “inventory linked” port or airport they may need to be included on an Import and export: 

customs clearance request (C21) form using CPC code: 10 00 041 for exports and 00 080 20 for 

re-imports. If the goods are being sent to a non-inventory port or airport the holder may need 

to complete an Import and export: presentation of goods for export (arrival) (C1601) form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/import-and-export-customs-clearance-request-c21
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/import-and-export-customs-clearance-request-c21
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/import-and-export-presentation-of-goods-for-export-arrival-c1601
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APPENDIX 1 

 

(referred to in 2.1) 
 

Background to ATA Carnets 
 

With the expansion of international trade in recent years, there has been a considerable growth of 

temporary exports of all kinds.  Traders regularly need to temporarily take abroad samples of value, 

goods for trade fairs and exhibitions or professional equipment in order to seek orders for their products 

and, to broaden their outlets.  Such temporary exports play an important role in promoting industrial 

development, the dissemination of technical progress and can be of special value to the expansion of 

sales.   

 

As a result of action taken by the International Bureau of Chambers of Commerce (IBCC), functioning 

within the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the customs procedures applicable to such 

temporary exports have been streamlined.  This has been achieved through a set of customs 

conventions drawn up by the Customs Co-operation Council (CCC) - now known as the World 

Customs Organisation (WCO) - with the help of the IBCC.  In essence, this streamlining provides that 

temporary exports for most classes of goods traded internationally can circulate duty free for a 

maximum period of one year when covered by an international unified customs document known as 

the ATA Carnet, the "passport for goods". 

 

At the moment three major classes of goods (i.e. samples of value, goods for presentation or use at 

exhibitions, fairs etc. and professional equipment), can be temporarily admitted duty free under 

cover of an ATA Carnet, in accordance with three conventions, namely the GATT Convention on 

"Samples" (1952), the CCC/WCO Convention on "Fairs and Exhibitions" (1961) and the CCC/WCO 

Convention on "Professional Equipment" (1961). 

 

A international customs convention adopted by the CCC/WCO in June 1990 has replaced the present 

conventions on temporary admission of goods, by incorporating their provisions in a single convention 

known as "the Istanbul Convention".  This Convention entered into force on 27 November 1993. 

 

The ATA Convention 
 

It was to meet the objective of facilitation that at the joint initiative of the Customs Co-operation 

Council (CCC) and the International Bureau of Chambers of Commerce, the CCC adopted on 6 

December 1961 the Customs Convention on the ATA Carnet for the temporary admission of goods 

due to the simplicity, flexibility and reliability of the ATA procedure. 

 

The ATA Convention entered into force on 13 July 1963 and since then the ATA Carnet has become 

the most important international customs document for the duty-free temporary admission of goods. 

 

The Istanbul Convention 
 

The Istanbul Convention incorporates in one single instrument all existing Convention or 

Recommendations on temporary admission and includes goods not yet covered by international 

instruments (e.g. civil engineering equipment, construction equipment, public works equipment, 

electronic equipment, medical equipment, relief consignments, animals, certain goods in frontier 

traffic, etc). 
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The major concern of the authors of the Istanbul Convention was to change nothing in the ATA 

procedure and to include, all the provisions of the ATA Convention.  Consequently, the ATA 

Convention has been incorporated in full in the Istanbul Convention, as Annex A. 

 

The structure of the Istanbul Convention, consisting of a Body of Annexes setting out specific 

provisions applicable to certain types of goods, makes it possible to incorporate new goods which 

might be the subject of temporary importation. 

 

The other aims of the Convention are to update the presentation and wording of provisions of existing 

Conventions on temporary admission, and to simplify and harmonise procedures.  Mandatory Clauses 

have been included to facilitate the changeover to the new Convention by the Contracting Parties to 

existing Conventions whose content was incorporated in the Istanbul Convention. 

 

The World Chambers Federation (WCF) of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) has 

also agreed that the existing issuing and guaranteeing chain should also guarantee ATA Carnets 

issued under the Istanbul Convention.  Thus, there is only one guaranteeing chain for the ATA 

System. 
 

The ATA Carnets issued under both Conventions are identical in all respects, except for the phrase on 

the front cover mentioning under which Convention the ATA Carnet has been issued. Their conditions 

of application are similar, the guaranteeing associations remain the same and the concern of Customs 

for assuring the duty amounts is equally fulfilled under both systems. 

 

Consequently, the WCO has adopted a Recommendation inviting Contracting Parties to the ATA and 

Istanbul Conventions to accept both and the model ATA Carnet appended to the ATA Convention and 

the Carnet appended to Annex A to the Istanbul Convention.  This approach will therefore ensure that 

there is no difficulty in using the ATA System and that there are no additional risks for Carnet users, 

guaranteeing associations and Customs administrations. 

 

The ATA Carnets will therefore be recognised and accepted, irrespective of whether they are issued 

under the present ATA Convention or the new Istanbul Convention. 

 

 In each of the 74 countries/territories currently in the ATA system, the issue and guarantee of 

the ATA Carnet is ensured by the National Guaranteeing Organisations (NGOs) which are 

members of the international Customs guarantee chain which was set up for that purpose by 

the International Bureau of Chambers of Commerce (IBCC) of the International Chamber of 

Commerce (ICC). 

 

 In the UK the scheme is administered by the London Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(LCCI) and we have delegated the right to issue to the authorised network of which you are 

part.   

 

Carnets are normally obtainable from the Chambers of Commerce at: Belfast, Birmingham,  

Bristol, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Bradford, London and branch offices, Leicester, Liverpool,  

Manchester, Newcastle upon Tyne, Northampton, Norwich, Nottingham, Poole, Portsmouth,  

Southampton and Heathrow. 
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APPENDIX 2 

 

(referred to in 3.1.1) 

 

Application and Undertaking Form 
  

 

This form must be completed for all Carnet applications. 

 

Current form can be downloaded from: www.londonchamber.co.uk/atacarnet 

 

  

http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/atacarnet
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APPENDIX 3 

 

(referred to in 3.1.1)  

 

Security Rate Chart 

 

 

This chart enables an assessment to be made of the duty rates and other taxes which could become 

payable if the Carnet is misused.  It is therefore a guide to the security needed for the Carnet to be 

issued. 

 

Current form can be downloaded from: www.londonchamber.co.uk/atacarnet 

  

http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/atacarnet
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APPENDIX 4 a) 

 

(referred to in 3.1.1) 

 

Guarantee form (specific) 

 

Current form can be downloaded from: www.londonchamber.co.uk/atacarnet 

  

http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/atacarnet
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APPENDIX 4 b) 

 

(referred to in 3.1.1) 

 

Guarantee form (continuing) 
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APPENDIX 5 

 

(referred to in 3.1.1) 

 

CSS proposal form  
 

Current form can be downloaded from: www.londonchamber.co.uk/atacarnet 

 

  

http://www.londonchamber.co.uk/atacarnet
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APPENDIX 6 a) 

 

(referred to in 3.1.2) 
 

General list of goods 
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APPENDIX 6 b) 

 

(referred to in 3.1.2) 

 

List of ISO two-letter country codes 

 

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#search/code/ 

 

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#search/code/
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APPENDIX 7 

 

Important notes for the holder of this ATA Carnet 

 

HOW TO USE THIS ATA CARNET 
 

PLEASE READ BEFORE YOU TRAVEL 

 
N.B. If used in conjunction with a Taiwan Carnet both must be cross referenced and presented to EU Customs together, 
out and home. 

 
1. We have prepared this ATA Carnet according to your instructions and it has been carefully checked. Please verify that 

there are no inaccuracies or deficiencies (and report to us immediately if there are any problems). Alterations can only 
be made before the Carnet is used. Please read the notes on the inside back cover of the Carnet. The front cover must 
be signed by the holder before use (Box J). 
 
Declarations in Section F on all vouchers must only be made in front of the relevant Customs. 
 

2. Now this Carnet has been issued the list of goods shown on the back of the green front cover (General List) cannot be 
amended in any form whatsoever. Failure to comply with this regulation will mean delay in the discharge of the Carnet 
and will incur a regularisation fee. Any deviation from the goods shown on the General List to those actually being 
transported must be noted by HM Revenue & Customs in column 7 of The General List and duly stamped. No additions 
are allowed. Please remember to make photocopies of the loose set of an Attached List (if applicable) as per the 
number of vouchers before using this Carnet. 
 

3. The green front cover (UK Customs shaded Certification Box) and the yellow exportation counterfoil must be endorsed 
and the voucher detached by UK Customs. Both the ATA Carnet and the goods must be presented to UK Customs. 
However if the point of exit from the EU is in another member state, UK Customs will complete the front cover and 
remove the yellow voucher, but the counterfoil (box 7) will be completed by customs at the point of exit from the EU. If 
UK goods are held in another Member State, a UK ATA Carnet can be issued. To ensure that Customs in the Member 
State where the goods are held will authorise the carnet and process the carnet either as the office of export or 
exit, you must check with them in advance. 
 
Some UK Customs offices of export or re-import do not have a 24hr public service. To ensure the availability of a 
Customs Officer at your office of export or re-import, for the endorsement of your documents, contact HMRC General 
Advice Line on 0300 200 3700 at least two working days prior to your intended departure. They should be able to 
provide you with a time when a Customs Officer will be available for the endorsement of your Carnet at your office of 
export or re-import. 
 

4. All the sheets in the Carnet are numbered in sets from 1 onwards and you are advised to make certain that the correct 
pair is used for each country visited. It is imperative that both the white importation and re-exportation counterfoils are 
stamped and show which items have been cleared. Customs border posts are often not always open 24 hours per day 
for processing Carnets and you are strongly urged to check in advance that the Customs will be available when you 
intend to cross frontiers. 
 

5. It is essential that entries and exits from one country to another are properly certified by the relevant Customs. Failure 
to obtain the correct verifications of entry and exit from each country visited will result in a claim and you may be required 
to pay Customs Duty, Tax and / or Penalty. Regularisation of any irregularity will delay discharge of this document and 
the London Chamber will be unable to return the security lodged for up to 21 months from the expiry date of the Carnet.  

 
6. This is a temporary importation document and you must comply with the Customs regulations of the countries of 

importation, e.g. foreign Customs may impose a time limit for re-exportation that may be less than the overall validity 
period of one year. This will be shown in section 2 of the Importation and / or Transit Grouped Counterfoils. If the time 
limit is exceeded, Duty, Tax and / or Penalty charges will apply despite proof that the goods were eventually re-exported. 

 
7. The completed yellow re-importation voucher and goods must be presented at the Custom office of entry back into the 

UK or another EU Member State. The carnet and goods do not need to be presented on entering or leaving other 
Member States, while in transit back to the UK. It is imperative that the re-importation counterfoil is stamped and shows 
which items have been cleared. 

 
8. This Carnet must be returned to the office of issue intact, at the latest on its expiry date. Please ensure that 

photocopies of any Customs endorsed pages are kept on your files in case the Carnet gets lost en route to the issuing 
office. Missing Carnet, sheets and / or counterfoils will delay the discharge and return of the associated security lodged.  

 
9. It is imperative that the Carnet number is referred to in all communications and for this purpose please retain a record 

of it on your files. Without this number we are unable to confirm the status of your file and associated security. 
 
Please note that the Carnet purchaser is not a policy holder or beneficiary under any insurance policy which the LCCI 
may purchase from time to time to protect itself. 
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APPENDIX 8 

 

(referred to in 4.0) 

Customs country stamps 
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APPENDIX 9 

 

(referred to in 4.0) 

 

Model letters for claims 

 

 

 

The following pages are model letters for claims.  This may be adapted by issuing Chambers to 

communicate with the Carnet holder. 

 

 

 

Letter A Request for proof sent by London Chamber to UK network Chamber (issuer) in  

  situation where goods on a Carnet have not been re-exported. 

 

 

Letter C Reminder to follow letter A after two months. 

 

 

Letter I  Final reminder to follow letter C after two months. 

 

 

Letter B Evidence letter establishing that goods have complied with re-export. 

 

 

Letter B1 Acknowledgement of  B. 

 

 

Letter D Request to pay duties from foreign Customs. 

 

 

Letter G Request for payment from issuing Chamber. 

 

 

Letter H Reminder for G. 

 

 

Letter F Closure of claim. 
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Letter A 
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Letter C 
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Letter I  
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Letter B 
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Letter B1 
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Letter D 
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Letter G 
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Letter H 
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Letter F 
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APPENDIX 10 

 

(referred to in 5.5) 

 

 

Monthly statistical return 

 

This must be in excel format, as shown below, and e-mailed to dmckinley@londonchamber.co.uk by 

the 5th working day of the following month. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

mailto:dmckinley@londonchamber.co.uk
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APPENDIX 11 

 

(referred to in 5.2) 

 

 The UK network: contact points and authorised signatories 
 

Birmingham Chamber of Commerce and Industry  

75 Harborne Rd 

BIRMINGHAM 

B15 3DH 

Tel: 0121 454 6171 

Fax: 0121 248 0284 

Email: j.crosbie@birmingham-chamber.com 

Authorised signatories: David Harris, Audrey Johnson, Jonathan Crosbie 

 

Chamber Management Services. 

Devere House 

Vicar Lane 

BRADFORD 

BD1 5AH 

Tel: 01274 772 777 

Fax: 01274 771 587 

Email: timb@chamber-international.com 

Authorised signatories: Tim Bailey, Nikki Cunningham, Alison Holmes, Hayley Nutt, Lydia Moi 

 

Bristol Chamber of Commerce andIndustry 

Business West 

Leigh Court Business Centre 

Abbots Leigh 

BRISTOL 

BS8 3RA 

Tel: 01275 373373 

Fax: 01275 370706 

Email: catherine.stephens@businesswest.co.uk 

Authorised signatories: Catherine Stephens, Rachel Stone, Hillary Rossborough, Pippa Cole, Mandy 

Gibbens, Sue Wookey, Bethan Rice 

 

Dorset Chamber of Commerce and Industry  

Chamber House, Acorn Office Park 

Ling Road, Tower Park 

Poole 

Dorset 

BH12 4NZ 

Tel: 01202 714 800 

Fax: 01202 747 862 

Email: rob.booth@dcci.co.uk 

Authorised signatories: Rob Booth 

 

 

mailto:timb@chamber-international.com
mailto:rob.booth@dcci.co.uk
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Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce and Enterprise 

Geddes Business Centre  

Kirkton North 

LIVINGSTON 

EH54 6GU 

Tel: 01506 497667 

Fax: 01506 497680 

Email: Annette.kinghorn@edinburghchamber.co.uk 
Authorised signatories: Yvonne Alexander and Annette Kinghorn  

 

Glasgow Chamber of Commerce 

30 George Square 

GLASGOW 

G2 1EQ 

Tel: 0141 204 8330 

Fax: 0141 221 2336 

Email: cathy.bryson@glasgowchamberofcommerce.com 

Authorised signatories: Catherine Bryson, Lorraine Galbraith, Yasmin Akram, Katie Anderson, 

Michael Fernie 

Deputy Chief Executive: Richard Muir 

 

Liverpool Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Number One  

Old Hall Street 

LIVERPOOL  

L3 9HG 

Tel: 0151 227 1234 

Fax: 0151 236 0121 

Email: sarah.woolley@liverpoolchamber.org.uk 

Authorised signatories: Sarah Woolley, Heather Whitaker 

 

Chamberlink Ltd, t/a Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce, 

Warren Bruce Court/Warren Bruce Road 

Trafford Park 

MANCHESTER 

M17 1LB 

Tel: 0161 875 2327 / 0161 489 3170 

Fax: 0161 875 2234 

Email: Kathryn.Hoggitt@gmchamber.co.uk 

Authorised signatories: Bernadette Speedy, Kathryn Hoggitt, Rachel Kitchen, Stacey Byrne 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Annette.kinghorn@edinburghchamber.co.uk
mailto:cathy.bryson@glasgowchamberofcommerce.com
mailto:sarah.woolley@liverpoolchamber.org.uk
mailto:Kathryn.Hoggitt@gmchamber.co.uk
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Norfolk Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

9 Norwich Business Park 

Whiting Road 

NORWICH 

NR4 6DJ 

Tel: 01603 729 704 

Fax: 01603 762 226 

Email: julie.austin@norfolkchamber.co.uk 

Authorised signatories: Julie Austin, Darcy Bayfield 

 

Northern Ireland Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

4-5 Donegall Square South 

BELFAST 

BT1 5JA 

Tel: 028 9024 4113 

Fax: 028 9024 7024 

Email: dawn.robertson@northernirelandchamber.com 

Authorised signatories: Dawn Robertson, Louise Turley, Esther Letman, Andrew Smythe 

 

Northamptonshire Chamber of Commerce  

Waterside House 

8 Waterside Way 

NORTHAMPTON 

NN4 7XD 

Tel: 01604 490 490 

Fax: 01604 790 660 

Email: brigid.hodgkinson@northants-chamber.co.uk  

Authorised signatories: Tina Hitchin, Brigid Hodgkinson, Janice Drage, Carolyn Tallett  

 

North East Chamber of Commerce  

Aykley Heads Business Centre 

Aykley Heads 

DURHAM 

DH1 5TS 

Tel: 0191 374 6482 

Fax: 0191 386 3344 

Email: Joy.Sullivan@necc.co.uk 

Authorised signatories: Joy Sullivan, Brian Dakers, Debra Blair 

 

East Midlands Chamber 

Nottingham Commerce Centre,  

8 Experian Way 

NOTTINGHAM 

NG2 Business Park 

NG2 1EP 

Tel: 0115 957 8757 

Fax: 0115 957 8758 

Email: Lucy.Granger@emc-dnl.co.uk 

mailto:tracey.howard@norfolkchamber.co.uk
mailto:Joy.sullivan@necc.co.uk
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Authorised signatories: M P Drury, Bridget Hankers, Sarah Watson, Lucy Granger, Jawanza Grant 

 

Portsmouth and South East Hants Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

1st floor, Wates House 

Wallington Hill 

Fareham 

HANTS 

PO16 7BJ 

Tel: 01329 242 420 

Fax: 01329 822 108 

Email: david.allison@hampshirechamber.co.uk 

Authorised signatories: David Allison, Eddie Bell  

 

Southampton & Fareham Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

1st floor, Wates House 

Wallington Hill 

Fareham 

HANTS 

PO16 7BJ 

Tel: 01329 242 420 

Fax: 01329 822 108 

Email: jacqueline.highmore@hampshirechamber.co.uk 

Authorised signatories:  Jacqueline Highmore, Lorraine Gourley, Lisa Hall, Stacey Osborn 

 

Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Regus, Bath Road 

450 Bath Road, Longford 

Heathrow UB7 0EB 

Tel: 0208 564 6300 

Fax: 0208 897 6811 

Email: liannaward@thamesvalleychamber.co.uk 

Authorised signatories:  Anne White, Lianna Ward, Donna Alfaro, Sarah Davis, Deborah Veryard 

 

 

London Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Head Office 

33 Queen Street 

LONDON 

EC4R 1AP 

Tel: 020 7203 1856/1843/1845/1846/1847/1848 

Fax: 020 7489 0391 

Email: dmckinley@londonchamber.co.uk 

Authorised signatories: Davor Antonic-McKinley, Bryan Robinson, Edward Jones, Elizabeth 

Skewes, Karen Pitfield, Jennifer Chamberlain, Miguel Trujilo, Nadarajah Varatha Dasan, Roberto 

Mosquera, Sirshar Ahmed, Tuesday Heath and Wiktor Moszcynski  

 

 

ATA Carnets are also issued at the following London Chamber offices: 

 

mailto:david.allison@hampshirechamber.co.uk
mailto:jacqueline.highmore@hampshirechamber.co.uk
mailto:liannaward@thamesvalleychamber.co.uk
mailto:dmckinley@londonchamber.co.uk
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Hounslow Branch Office 

Unit 20 Bellview Court 

183 Hanworth Road 

HOUNSLOW 

TW3 3TQ 

Tel: 020 7556 2396 

Fax: 020 8814 1563 

Email: sdale@londonchamber.co.uk 

Authorised signatories: Sarah Dale 

 

Barking Branch Office 

12 Town Quay Wharf  

Abbey Road 

Barking 

IG11 7BZ 

Tel: 020 7556 2397 

Email: sdalton@londonchamber.co.uk 

Authorised signatory: Sandra Dalton 
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APPENDIX 12 

 

(referred to in 5.10) 

 

Marketing leaflets and example of press release 

 

 
 

 


